CBB Seed Funding Proposal 2019 Round 3

For more information visit CBB Seed Funding (cbb.uwaterloo.ca)
Please complete and submit your proposal application to cbb@uwaterloo.ca
Submission Deadline: November 15, 2019, 11:59 pm

1. Title:
   Proposal title

2. The problem or issue being addressed and its impact:
   Provide a layman’s understanding of what the problem is and what you aim to solve. (e.g. why is this research important and what is its impact. Think of how you want this communicated on twitter or the CBB public-facing website) 4-sentence maximum.

3. Interdisciplinary Collaboration:
   Explain interdisciplinary nature of your research and how you relay on the strength of established disciplines for this project to provide sound theory and methodology.

4. Principal Investigator:
   The Principal Investigator (PI) must be a CBB faculty member (definite/continuing term) at Waterloo, and will serve as the contact person for the seed grant.
   *Include the name, department. Please attach the PI's current CCV/Form 100

5. Co-applicants at UW (name, department): 
   List the name of UW collaborator(s) for this project. Identify existing and new relationships within the team.

6. Partners at other institutions or companies:
   Identify existing and new relationships within the team. Describe any previous collaboration between team members for each person listed on the application.

7. Co-applicant(s)’s and partner(s)’s Contribution:
   Clearly describe the role of each collaborator(s) in this project. How do they contribute to the project progress and influence the future scope? (e.g. interdisciplinary, provide lab facility, data collection, knowledge translation, etc.)

8. Budget Requested:
   Please answer to these questions:
   • How much funding do you request? $5000 or $1000
• Have you received CBB Seed Funding in Round 1 or 2? YES / NO
• Are you applying (or have received funding) for any other internal funding opportunities at UW that relate to this project? YES / NO If yes – please list and describe.

9. Budget Justification:
Briefly describe what funds you require and for what purpose. If applicable, specify in-kind contributions to better demonstrate feasibility.

10. Acknowledgement:
I recognize that receiving this support commits me to participating in a research event for CBB seed funding holders and participating in a review committee for future CBB seed funding proposals. In addition, I will acknowledge CBB Seed Fund in support of any future publication or presentation.

☐ Agree

☐ Disagree

11. Strategy for seeking subsequent support:
MAX 250 words Include the timeline and funding sources

12. Proposal:
MAX 1 page

• Problem statement, specific problem, issue, or research gap being address according to CBB’s mandate that the collaboration will attempt to address
• Objective
• Approach
• Potential Impact